Listen to the song My Animals. Sing the song. Circle the animal when you hear its name.
Circle the cows using your red crayon, and the horses using your blue crayon.

Point to the animals. Say *The (cow) lives on the farm.*
Count the monkeys doing each thing and write the correct number.

Point to the picture. Say The monkey lives at the zoo.
Follow the paths from the baby animals to their homes.

Point to each animal. Say The (elephant) lives (at the zoo).
Circle the giraffes that are the same.

Point to different giraffes. Say The giraffe has (long) (legs).

Point to the picture. Say The giraffe lives at the zoo.
Paste the cut-outs from page 115 to complete the pictures.

Listen to the dialogue and draw lines to match the animals to their homes.

Point to each animal. Say:

The (monkey) lives (at the zoo).
Cross out the animal or person that doesn’t belong.

Point to the animals. Say The (elephant) lives (at the zoo).
Write numbers 1 to 4 to put the frames in the correct order.
Count the animals. Then count the foods, write the number, and circle the correct quantity of food.
Point to each animal. Say **The (cow) lives (on the farm)**. Draw your favorite zoo animals.